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Commander’s
Corner

      To the  Members        ofCalifornia    Wing

ON THE COVER: “Remob 2021” cake was 
served at Group 6’s remobilization event. 
See page 5 for highlights of the Wing-wide 
celebrations on 17 July. Photo credit: 2nd Lt. 
George Ohan

Since the time that Civil Air Patrol was incor-
porated by Congress, California Wing has sup-
ported our State and Nation through periods of 
adversity including those caused by disasters, 
war, and personal trag-
edies. We have always 
exceeded expectations 
in the fulfillment of all 
of our missions and in 
doing so, have saved 
and improved count-
less lives. During the 
COVID-�9 pandemic 
we continue to exceed 
expec ta t ions  in  the 
fulfillment of our mis-
sions and have provided 
support to our communities throughout the state 
through disaster relief and food bank management 
efforts. Our members have adapted and overcome 
adversity on many levels so that we can continue 
the development of our program, accomplish 
critical training, and remain vigilant and prepared 
if called upon for any emergency. Through innova-
tion our members have increased and improved 
their core competencies and skill sets focusing 
on growth of our Wing as the premier Disaster 
Preparedness and Relief organization in America. 

It is through the dedication and diligence of 
our members that we as an organization have 
endured this pandemic, just like we have other 
times of adversity in our history. Our membership 
is filled with highly educated, skilled and experi-
enced professionals who are willing to lend their 
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expertise to California Wing in a way that allows us to offer a global solution to any emergency that we 
face. California Wing has been drawn together each and every day as a single powerful resource for our 
State and Nation as we are called upon to assist in a wide variety of missions. 

This past summer California Wing celebrated our shared successes during the time of the COVID-�9 
pandemic. The remobilization Gala was an historic event where everyone in the Wing participated on the 
same day in the same activity. It was the largest single activity in California history and it signified the 
unity with which we move forward into the future of success in service to our State and Nation. Let’s all 
make the grand remobilization gala attitude and philosophy carry us forward together as a single powerful 
team so that we can continue to provide the service that we do to our members, California, and the United 
States. Thank you all for all that you do each and every day, for the lives you save, and for the lives you 
improve. You are all appreciated by so many.

Very respectfully,
Col. Ross E. Veta, CAP
Commander, California Wing

Commander’s Comments 
Continued from page 1
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When Civil Air Patrol members come together to accomplish a shared goal, something great happens! 
On �7 July, cadet and senior members gathered together all over the state for the first time in over a year. 
Our California Wing (CAWG) groups hosted various events allowing our members, their families, and 
the public to mingle, have fun, and learn about the amazing things CAP does as part of the United States 
Air Force’s (USAF’s) “Total Force.” Col. Ross Veta, Wing Commander, coordinated the simultaneous 
celebrations across the eight CAWG groups celebrating the easing of Covid-�9 restrictions and the 
resumption of in-person squadron meetings and activities.

Los Angeles Group � held their event at Santa Monica Airport, where Maj. Robb Ottenhoff of Clover 
Field Composite Squadron �� organized four hours of non-stop activities for �9� members and their 
families and friends. Several locations were utilized, including the Squadron �� headquarters, the airport, 
and a city park, with CAP vehicles used to shuttle folks between the activities. Activities included a flight 
simulator that all visitors could use, a continuous volleyball game, USAF and U.S. Navy information 
booths, an Airman’s Battle Uniform (ABU) distribution, aerospace education exhibits, ground team and 
urban direction finding (UDF) displays, a barbeque, a CAP aircraft fly-over, and a very popular ice cream 
truck. Maj. Ottenhoff noted emphatically, “Taking care of our members is a profound privilege. This 
event served as a “thank you” to both our members and to their families and friends who have supported 
them while they were out in our communities performing CAP missions.”

The smell of barbeque drifted through the air as Group � cadets and members of the community 

Remobilization: California Wing’s 
Comeback 

By 2nd Lt. Samantha Moat, CAP

Group 1’s spirited volleyball 
game at Clover Park. 
Photo credit: Lt. Col. David 
Oberhettinger

Lt. Col. Gregg A. Olsen, the 
Group 1 Commander, and 
1st Lt. Dominick Scarola 
flipped burgers at the Group 1 
barbeque. Photo credit: Lt. Col. 
David Oberhettinger

1st Lt. Dominick Scarola’s family 
await the ice cream truck’s 
made-on-demand product. 
Photo credit: Lt. Col. David 
Oberhettinger
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enjoyed fun activities after a year of strictly virtual interaction. CAP pilots enjoyed giving Orientation 
Rides to eager cadets, while excited members of the community had the opportunity to tour the aircraft 
we use for USAF-funded missions. Aerospace Education activities with fun quizzes and demonstrations 
took place while guests were waiting for lunch. A Color Guard demonstration was given, and prospective 
members learned about how Color Guard and Honor Guard units work, followed by training. Group � 
cadets, seniors, and prospective members enjoyed activities together and a delicious lunch made by Maj. 
Steven Angus and Lt. Col. Randy Pesce. A united effort by members of Group � paid off: America’s best 
kept secret was revealed at Livermore Airport. 

The Group � Commander, Lt. Col. Shawn 
Lawson, mentioned that, “this activity brought 
together some of the best in Group �. The level of 
collaboration, dedication, and passion required of 
the various staff officers to plan and execute this 
event is nothing short of daunting. I am proud of 
what we accomplished and in seeing our members 
step outside their comfort zones to learn something 
new. This activity was the catalyst needed to lead 
our organization out of the pandemic and instill a 
greater sense of community.”

Group � hosted three events spaced across 
their more than ��,000 square mile area of opera-
tions. Local residents joined CAP members at each 
location to learn more about CAP and celebrate the 
remobilization of operations that ceased due to the COVID-�9 pandemic. Besides CAP aircraft on static 
display, other agencies displayed airplanes and equipment. In addition, squadrons demonstrated STEM 
kits, small drones, direction-finding equipment, and emergency services techniques. “It’s an honor to 
have these higher command individuals attend the Group � celebration today,” said Maj. Dave Kalahar, 
Group Six Commander. “Our CAP members worked diligently on missions and innovation during the 
height of the pandemic, and these visits today from the Wing Commander and USAF representatives help 
our members to recognize the outstanding job they did.” 

Members of Group 7 met with prospective members at the AFI Training Center at Fullerton Airport 
in Orange County. The main attraction at this celebration was CAWG’s new mobile kitchen (see Mobile 
Kitchen, Page ��), which was used to make lunch for the attendees, when they could be drawn away from 
informational booths, aerospace education activities, STEM kits, and more. Many prospective cadets toured 

the Cessna �7� and the flight simulators, sparking 
their interest in aviation while many parents talked 
to our senior members about the Cadet Program and 
how parents can get involved. 

South Coast Group 7 commander, Lt. Col. 
Stanley Clark said, “I was proud of the fantastic 
team of people who planned and executed this 
event. We fed approximately ��0 people, mem-
bers, friends, their families, and others from the 
community. It was wonderful to see people in 
person and to celebrate what Civil Air Patrol does 
and will be doing.”

 The  o the r  CAWG groups  conduc ted 
similar activities in recognition of CAWG’s 
remobilization.

Capt. Louise Mateos demonstrates the preflight 
procedure for a CAP airplane to attending cadets. 
Photo credit: Cadet Staff Sgt. Rishi Keshav Kutty

An honor guard from CAP’s Fullerton Composite 
Squadron 56 posts the colors to begin the South 
Coast Group 7 celebration. Photo credit: Capt. 
Rommel Anacan 
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On Tuesday, June �9th, �0��, Civil Air Patrol 
cadet students traveled from all over California 
to Camp San Luis Obispo prepared to participate 
in one of the biggest Wing Encampments in the 
nation and one of the first big in-person events 
since the pandemic began. Unbeknownst to the 
student cadets, senior members and cadet staff 
arrived several days prior and had multiple months 
of online meetings to prepare for such a large, all-
encompassing event. From logistics to leadership, 
from food service to orientation rides, from drill 
competitions to physical fitness, everything was 
scaled and planned to successfully facilitate an 
enriching experience for over �00 participants. It 
was time. Time to be together in-person, again. 

Despite COVID-�9 restrictions and other unforeseen circumstances, the �0�� California Wing 
(CAWG) Encampment was a success! All cadet students graduated! A special thank you to the dedicated 
staff who volunteered hundreds of hours to create such a memorable event! A big, grateful thank you to 
Major Tim Albert, CAWG Encampment Commander, and Major Seth Martin, Commandant of Cadets, for 
leading the way.

Everything in Civil Air Patrol is a leadership laboratory experience. Everyone learns something 
and has the opportunity to apply what they have 
learned. Encampment is no exception, and included 
the following: learning and applying leadership 
skills as senior member and cadet staff; exploring 
the aerospace sciences with hands-on activities; 
participating in regular exercise as a flight and 
then as a group; solidifying character strengths and 
ongoing resilience; focusing on teams instead of 
individuality; perfecting the skills of drill; enjoy-
ing a serious game of volleyball; and appreciating 
the opportunity to be together, growing and elevat-
ing as a unit. 

“Encampment is one of the most memorable 
and life changing experiences a cadet can and 
should have,” said Cadet Colonel Andrew Hockel, 

An Event Worth the Wait! 
CAWG Encampment 2021

By Maj. Jennifer Davenport, CAP
 Director of Public Affairs, CAWG Encampment 2021 

 “It was such an amazing event!” 
“Seeing other cadets from different squadrons and being together again was exactly what I needed.” 
“I was so nervous when I arrived and by the time CAWG Encampment was over, I met 
new friends, learned more than I expected, and look forward to coming back as staff!”

Day 0: cadets lining up for arrival. Photo credit: 
Cadet Master Sgt. Ivan Zhivaga

Col. Hockel addresses cadets after group run. 
Photo credit: Cadet Senior Master Sgt. Benjamin 
Lee
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who served as the cadet commander for the �0�� 
CAWG Encampment. “The cadet student arrives 
as an individual and graduates as a team member. 
The evolution of understanding that we are more 
successful together is the core foundation of 
encampment.”

Serving as the Cadet Commander for a CAWG 
Encampment is the ultimate honor in one’s cadet 
career. As a cadet commander of such a big event, 
it is an enormous test of tenacity, fortitude, articu-
lation, and leadership while being the most visible 
cadet and role model for the entire cadet staff to 
include being the liaison between the senior staff 
and the cadet staff. The command presence, the 
focus, and the commitment for excellence must be 
exhibited perfectly by the cadet commander.

The Orientation Ride (O-ride) mission is 
always a big anticipation, and this year was no 
different. With �9 CAWG pilots, � Nevada Wing pilot, � base staff, �� CAP planes, �� O-ride sorties, and 
approximate ��� cadets, the O-ride day at the San Luis Obispo County Regional Airport was a success! 
This event was especially exciting because this was the first time for many of the cadets to have a chance 
to take the controls, fly the aircraft, and speak directly to one of our talented pilots. A big thank you to all 
of our participating pilots and especially to Col. Virginia Nelson for organizing, and ACI Jet for hosting, 
such a large crowd!

An amazing amount of perseverance, fortitude, and teamwork was exhibited every day from the 
pre-planning to post-graduation. Every department was prepared, engaged, and ready to provide solutions 
for all types of planned and unplanned circumstances: Executive Senior Staff, Executive Cadre, Cadet 
Support, Curriculum and Plans, Cadet Training, Logistics, Health Services, Public Affairs, Food Service, 
Transportation, Communications, Administration, Finances, and Chaplain. Thank you all for dedicating 
hundreds of hours to ensuring CAWG Encampment was a success!

On July �, �0��, all student cadets graduated encampment and left feeling proud and accomplished. 
There are many more fantastic memories and experiences to share and why this encampment was the best 
one yet! You will need to join us next year to discover what I left out! See you at the next CAP event! 
Keep learning great things, mentoring each other, and stay safe!

O-ride pilot Col Veta and student cadets at plane. 
Photo credit: Cadet Master Sgt. Ivan Zhivaga

Flight guides with flags. Photo credit: Cadet 2nd 
Lt. Anastasia Cardona

Aerospace Education bridgebuilding class. Photo 
credit: Cadet 2nd Lt. Lena Amato
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Only someone who has traveled to Encampment for the first time understands the nervous energy that 
accompanies you on the trip! The prospect of being on a military base for seven whole days under the 
supervision of the renowned California Wing (CAWG) Encampment 
Cadre command swirl endlessly around in a student cadet’s head. 

“What am I thinking? Did I pack everything? Will I sleep? Will I 
graduate? What is it going to be like?”

For some students, this is the first time away from home. For 
others, this is the first time away from their phone! As I was welcom-
ing new students on “Day 0” in Perlee Theater at Camp San Luis 
Obispo, many student cadets arrived with serious faces as if braving 
the unknown. Some held their signed paperwork and luggage, while 
others found they had misplaced important documents and needed to 
retrace their steps back to their parents for a second signature. A few 
students needed reassurance that everything was going to work out 
just fine.

We thought it would be fun to interview a cadet attending encamp-
ment for the first time to see what CAWG Encampment �0�� was 
really like from a cadet’s viewpoint. C/MSgt James Reid from Cadet 
Squadron ��7 in Group � agreed to share his experiences and give us 
an inside view.

Maj. Davenport: “How did you feel when you arrived at Encampment on Day 0?”
C/MSgt Reid: “Well, I was definitely nervous, wondering what it would be like. I was hoping that I made 
the right decision.”
Maj: “Did your squadron give you any advice or encouragement beforehand?”
C/MSgt: “My squadron said that encampment is a defining experience and that I will see lasting and 
positive changes in my life.”
Maj: “Yes, that is true. I remember my first time at Encampment. Was this your first time away from 
home?”
C/MSgt: “This was the first time away from home for this long of a time.” 
Maj: “What was it like being in the barracks with so many other cadets for the whole week?”
C/MSgt: “It was interesting because you are spending every hour with these people. I definitely found it 
to be a positive aspect of Encampment.”
Maj: “I found sharing the barracks at Encampment this year to be positive, also. What were your con-
cerns before arriving at Encampment?”
C/MSgt: “I was really nervous and I wasn’t sure how living in a military style environment would be like. 
I was worried that I forgot something.”
Maj: “Did you forget anything?”

The First-Time Encampment Experience 
Through the Eyes of a Cadet

Maj. Jennifer Davenport, CAP
CAWG Encampment 2021 Public Affairs Director

Cadet Master Sgt. James Reid. 
Photo credit: Cadet 2nd Lt. 
Anastasia Cardona
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C/MSgt: “No, I don’t think I did.” 
Maj: “What were you looking forward to at Encampment?”
C/MSgt: “I was looking forward to the O-ride! I was also looking forward to becoming more confident so 
I could be a better leader in my community.”
Maj: “Nice! And I can tell you are confident today sharing your experiences! What leadership role do you 
have now in your squadron?”
C/MSgt: “I am the Flight Sergeant of the Bravo Flight.”
Maj: “Sweet! So, the inspections are really intense. How did you handle the stress when inspections 
occurred? They are daily, if I recall.”
C/MSgt: “I tried to stay focused and be serious and remind myself that this won’t last forever. I also took 
time at night to write down in a journal how the day went as if I was writing a letter home. It really helped 
to think about my day and feel connected to my family.”
Maj: “That is a great way to feel connected while being so far away! Thank you for sharing! I am sure 
other cadets will appreciate your advice. What ended up being your most memorable experience?”
C/MSgt: “Doing Mess Duty! It was very positive experience and allowed me to have a break from drill-
ing with my flight. I became more grateful for what happens behind the scenes and what it takes to run 
Encampment. The Food Service staff were amazing!”
Maj: “Wow! I wasn’t expecting you to say that! There must be some awesome leadership in the Food 
Service department! And, what was the most fun part of Encampment?
C/MSgt: “I really liked the O-rides, but the most fun was… helping in the kitchen with the staff! Seriously! 
They were super kind and fun! Next year, I may apply to work in the mess hall with the Food Service 
staff. It is either that or Public Affairs!”
Maj: “So, you are coming back next year, then?”
C/MSgt: “Maybe”
Maj: “Tell me about graduation, what were you thinking and how did it feel?”
C/MSgt: “Well, I was still feeling nervous because I wasn’t sure if I could stand at parade rest that long 
and march correctly in front of an audience. I felt good, too, about seeing my parents again. My mom and 
dad were there. Afterwards, I felt that my parents were really proud of me. It was a good day.”
Maj: “That is wonderful! Now, that Encampment is over what is your ‘take away’?” 
C/MSgt: “Encampment was a stressful experience and was really hard at times. But when I graduated, I 
really felt a sense of accomplishment and knew that the positive changes and experiences that I had did 
change my life, just like my squadron said it would.”
Maj: “That is wonderful to hear. What would you tell the basic cadet students wanting to go to 
Encampment next year?”
C/MSgt: “I would say ‘go to Encampment.’ And for those who are new, learn all you can at your squadron 
meetings for the first year and attend Encampment your second year. You will become more confident and 
become a better leader and team player.”
Maj: “Anything else you want to share with the readers?”
C/MSgt: “I am really thankful for the opportunity to attend Encampment and really appreciate all the 
effort that each staff dedicated to making sure this opportunity was available to me.”  

Well, there you have it, CAWG members—an inside interview from a confident and appreciative 
graduate of the �0�� CAWG Encampment in San Luis Obispo. I hope you enjoyed this interview. We look 
forward to providing you more inside interviews in the future!
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California has been experiencing a highly destructive fire season 
this year, with a cumulative total of over �,9�� fires burning over 
�,7�0,00 acres of forests, according to the California Department of 
Forestry and Fire Protection (CALFIRE) as of �� August. Fires have 
been spreading into higher altitude terrain than ever before, inhibit-
ing access by fire crews. 

CAP has been working for the California National Guard, fly-
ing into the Dixie, Caldor, and Monument fire areas using CAP 
planes equipped with an advanced camera system. The objective is 
to provide accurate images to assist in damage assessment. Due to 
thick smoke and low visibility in mountainous areas, only the most 
experienced pilots can accept this tasking.

At the end of August, the California Wing (CAWG) had com-
pleted its first set of taskings for the Northern California Fire Photo 
Mission, involving dozens of CAP members, flying �� sorties, and 
providing images of the fires and their aftermath to aid in assessing 
damage. This tasking has been especially challenging as the aircrews 
have needed to avoid the smoke, cruise at flight levels requiring oxy-
gen, and operate a complex camera system. Base staff at Composite 
Squadron �� headquarters, located at Sacramento Executive Airport, 
have also been very busy creating detailed targeting instructions and 
uploading gigabytes of images.

CAWG Flies into Raging Caldor and Dixie Fires

By 1st Lt. Paul Rivera and Maj. Marc Sobel

CAP Aircrews Face Challenging Conditions in 
Providing Vital Images

A Northern California Fire Photo Mission sortie. 
From right, Mission Pilot Lt. Col. Noel Luneau and 
Mission Observer Capt. Joseph Varni. The Waldo 
camera operator, Lt. Col. Randy Pesce, is sitting in 
the rear. Photo credit: Capt. Joseph Varni

California fire activity map 
as of 1 September 21. Image 
credit: #FireMappers and the 
University of California Division 
of Agriculture and Natural 
Resources

Smoke plume towering over mountainous NorCal 
terrain. Photo credit: Northern California Fire 
Photo Mission
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On a bright and sunny Memorial Day, members of Los Angeles Group � met at Forest Lawn in Covina 
to give honor to Gill Robb Wilson, the founder of Civil Air Patrol. Lt. Col. Charles Wiest, California Wing 
Historian and Cadet Squadron �� Commander, officiated for the solemn ceremony. Col. Wiest shared the 
history of this event: “Each Memorial Day since �97�, members of CAP have gathered here at the grave 
of Gill Robb Wilson. For �7 years, two generations of Civil Air 
Patrol members have come here on Memorial Day.”

This year marks the �9th anniversary of Mr. Wilson’s death. 
Within a year after Gill Robb Wilson’s burial here, another group 
gathered to dedicate the plaque before us. In front of a small group 
of U.S. Air Force and CAP officers, unveiling the plaque, stood 
General Jimmy Doolittle and Mary Wilson, Gill Robb Wilson’s 
wife, who today is buried a few feet away. Like that group �7 
years ago, we are here to honor our heritage. Each of us here today 
stand in a long blue line, a line that stretches back eight decades to 
the founding of Civil Air Patrol. And Gill Robb Wilson stood near 
the head of this same line.”

This day we also honor California Wing members who gave 
their lives in service to our nation through their CAP duties. 

The Gill Robb Wilson award for CAP senior members 
completing their Level � studies is the highest award that can be 
bestowed on our most dedicated recipients. 

Wilson led an interesting life: in �9�7 he joined the storied Lafayette Escadrille as a pilot, in �9�9 
he helped to found the Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association (AOPA), and on December �, �9��—the 
Monday before the Pearl Harbor attack—he founded CAP, where he served as its first executive officer. 

All CAP members are welcome 
to attend the Covina event in 
uniform on Memorial Day. More 
information on the life of Gill 
Robb Wilson can be found at 
gocivilairpatrol.com

Gill Robb Wilson Memorial Ceremony
By 1st Lt. Paul Rivera, CAP

Attending the ceremony at the grave marker, from left to right, Lt. 
Col. Franklin Porath (Squadron 128), Capt. Eric Castillo (Squadron 
138), Lt. Col. Charles Wiest (Squadron 138), Lt. Col. Philip 
Hall (Squadron 31), and Cadet Chief Master Sgt. Aidan Dennis 
(Squadron 21). Photo credit: 1st Lt. Paul Rivera

Memorial wreath at the Forest 
Lawn gravesite. Photo credit: 1st 
Lt. Paul Rivera

Gravesite of Gill Robb Wilson. 
Photo credit: 1st Lt. Paul Rivera
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A five-member, all-female team of Civil Air 
Patrol (CAP) cadets from Brackett Composite 
Squadron �� competed in the national finals of the 
�9th annual competition known as The American 
Rocketry Challenge (TARC). TARC  is the world’s 
largest rocket contest with nearly �,000 students 
nationwide competing each year. The contest gives 
middle school and high school students the oppor-
tunity to design, build, and launch model rockets, 
and hands-on experience solving engineering 
problems. Teams compete for more than $�00,000 
in cash and prizes, along with the title of National 
Champion. The top �� teams are invited to next 
year’s NASA Student Launch workshop. 

 The Brackett team was one of �00 teams from 
across the country competing to claim the title 
of National Champion. TARC’s Final Fly-Offs 
took place �� June at Lucerne Valley, outside 
of Los Angeles. The final would typically have 
taken place on a single day of launches outside of 
Washington, D.C., but regional launch sites have 
replaced the single national site due to COVID-�9 
restrictions.

The Squadron �� team performance at the 
Lucerne dry lakebed placed them as the highest 
ranked CAP rocketry team in the U.S., and the 
rankings also placed these first-time competitors 
as No. �� among the �00 competing teams. “Our 
team was preparing for qualifying flights in March 
�0�0 when the pandemic began. After a year-long 
hiatus, they picked up where they left off, and their 
progress has been phenomenal,” said Capt. Doug 
Stahl, who serves as a team advisor and Squadron 
�� Commander. “We’re very proud of our cadets 

Squadron 64 Competes in National Finals 
of World’s Largest Rocketry Contest

By Capt. Douglas Stahl, CAP

Team members setting up for their second of two 
competition launches From left to right (Olivares, 
Torres, Stahl, A. Padres, V. Padres) Photo credit: 
Capt. Douglas Stahl

Team members performing final inspections 
and painting rockets on the night before their 
national competition flights. Shown from left to 
right are Cadet Airman 1st Class Ashley Padres, 
Cadet Staff Sgt. Maia Stahl, Cadet Staff Sgt. Kiara 
Olivares, Cadet Staff Sgt. Andrea Torres, and 
Cadet Airman 1st Class Verena Padres. Photo 
credit: Capt. Douglas Stahl
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and their accomplishments.”
Our cadet team members had very little rock-

etry experience when they volunteered to partici-
pate: they were primarily interested in working on 
something together. Over time, they developed 
an interest and expertise in rocketry, which they 
are now sharing with other cadets. The same team 
plans to compete again in the �0��/�0�� season, 
and they are mentoring a second Squadron �� team 
that plans to compete this year.  

TARC �0�� featured slightly modified rules 
and procedures. “The pandemic, social distancing, 
and virtual learning presented unique challenges 
to all participating teams. Our team already had to 
navigate through virtual high school, virtual CAP 
meetings, and county social distancing mandates, 
all of which were changing independently.” 

TARC is the aerospace and defense industry’s 
flagship program designed to encourage the pur-
suit of careers in science, technology, engineering, 
and math (STEM). Sponsored by the Aerospace 
Industries Association, the National Association of 
Rocketry, and more than a dozen industry partners, 
the competition challenges middle and high school 
students to design, build and fly a rocket that meets 

specific altitude and flight duration parameters. 
This year, ��� teams representing �� states, the 
District of Columbia, and the U.S. Virgin Islands 
designed and built model rockets in hopes of 
qualifying for the National Finals. Qualification 
required teams to design, build and launch a model 
rocket that carried one raw egg to an altitude of 
�00 feet, remained airborne for �0-�� seconds, and 
returned to the ground safely with the egg intact.  
At the national finals, each team’s goal was to 
to launch a rocket 77� feet and land within �9 to 
�� seconds, followed by a second flight goal of 
��� feet and landing within �� to �� seconds. For 
more information about TARC, please visit www.
rocketcontest.org.

Thanks to Lt. Paul Rivera, CAWG Group � 
PAO, for assistance with this article.

Cadet Staff Sgt. Maia Stahl preparing the team’s 
rocket for a qualifying flight. Photo credit: Capt. 
Douglas Stahl

Team and mentors, from left to right. Back: TARC 
mentor Lenny Guyett, Cadet Torres, Capt. Stahl, 
Cadet Stahl, and Lt. Col. Hartwell. Front: Cadets 
Olivares, V. Padres, and A. Padres. Photo credit: 
Capt. Douglas Stahl
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A member of Civil Air Patrol’s California 
Wing Amelia Earhart Senior Squadron ���, Capt. 
Karin Hollerbach has emulated that famous aviator 
in blazing a trail. Last year, she became the first 
woman pilot in CAP’s Green Flag program, which 
provides realistic Predator/Reaper remotely piloted 
aircraft (RPA) integration into air and ground force 
battlefield combat training.

“It is special to me, but let’s not forget others 
have paved the way,” Hollerbach said. “There are 
several other women who are or who have been 
sensor operators and mission coordinators. I’ve 
flown with several — they’re amazing. Some are 
also pilots, just not Green Flag pilots. If none of 
these women had come to the program before me, 
it would have been a lot harder for me.

“Just as importantly, several men played a role 
— encouraging me to apply, helping me learn the 
lingo, training me in the airplanes, and so on,” she 
said. “So being the first woman to become one 
of our pilots is important not just for me and for 
other women who might aspire to that, but also is 
something everyone who helped along the way can 
feel proud of.”

“I feel pretty strongly that things are never 
about just one person’s achievements.”

Hollerbach hopes to see more CAP women in 
the Green Flag program. “If my being there can 
help inspire other women members, fantastic,” she 
said. “If I can do something to encourage or help 
them along the way, even better.

“It’s an honor to be the first — but I sure don’t 
want to remain the only one.”

Hollerbach thoroughly enjoyed her intensive 
week at Green Flag University and particularly 
relished being out on the range. “It’s often signifi-
cantly more challenging than our training flights 
are,” she said.

And is it easy being the sole female pilot? 
“Sometimes easy, sometimes … not so much,” 
Hollerbach said. “What’s made it certainly a lot 

California Wing member is the first female 
pilot in the Green Flag program

By Sheila Pursglove

Capt. Karin Hollerbach, shown during weekend 
CAP flight training, is the first woman pilot in the 
Green Flag program. Photo credit: Louise Mateos

easier is that I’m used to being in all-male envi-
ronments, because of my professional and other 
hobby interests, and that I’ve met some of my best 
CAP friends via Green Flag.

“I don’t try to ‘fit in’ as in being like the men 
— I basically show up as me. When I feel like 
I need to speak up about something that arises 
because I’m a woman, I do, but I also try to focus 
primarily on doing the job, respecting my col-
leagues, and enjoying the camaraderie.”

Preparing others for combat missions has 
provided an emotional challenge. “It was very 
difficult for me initially to get my head around 
that, especially because I have no background in 
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out the sides of it actually flies! How amazing is 
that — physics in action. Every time I take off, I 
still have this feeling of awe that it all works.”

Hollerbach, who works professionally with 
a drone company in Europe and with a large 
global drones-as-a-service company, leads small 
Unmanned Aerial Systems training and operations 
for the California Wing.

“There are some great mission opportunities, 
and I’m thrilled to be part of our MOU (memo-
randum of understanding) with NASA/USRA 
(Universities Space Research Association),” she 
said. “It’s been incredibly rewarding to see how 
many people in our wing want to train and become 
sUAS technicians and mission pilots and go on 
real missions.

“We have well over �00 FAA-certificated 
drone pilots. I want to see more women in drones 
— senior members and cadets.”

A CAP member since �0��, Hollerbach said 
she didn’t quite know what she was getting into. 

“But I’ve made some incredible friends,” she said. 
“Besides enjoying the working relationships, I 
feel I’ve also grown tremendously as a pilot and 
more generally as an aircrew member. I hadn’t 
previously realized how much flying could be 
teamwork and how much I enjoy that aspect.”

She also has learned a lot on the ground. “I 
didn’t really know that much about emergency 
services, search and rescue, disaster relief, so it’s 
been inspiring to apply skills in ways that benefit 
the community. It sounds trite, but it is a powerful 
combination that adds meaning to all these hours 
we all spend volunteering.”

military matters,” Hollerbach said. “But they just 
needed me to do this job at a professional level, so 
they could train and develop their own skills and 
hopefully become a little safer once they did arrive 
at their war destination.

“I can provide what they need from us. To live 
up to what I feel is a lot of responsibility, I remind 
myself to always do the best I can and not lose 
sight of the context in which we’re operating.”

Occasional opportunities to speak with U.S. 
Air Force and U.S. Army members help make 
the activity very real for Hollerbach and provide 
insights. “Even just from the tiny sliver of what 
I can observe from my vantage point, I’m in awe 
of people who have served in areas of conflict or 
outright war and who hopefully have been able to 
grow from that as compassionate human beings, 
partly because of and partly in spite of everything 
they’ve experienced,” she said.

“In some strange way, my experience with 
Green Flag — and other parts of CAP that touch 
more directly on our military 
experience — has given me a 
greater appreciation for the mul-
tifaceted role our military plays, 
not only in war.”

Unfortunately, the COVID-
�9 pandemic canceled numerous 
missions last year. “It’s been 
frustrating for everyone — and no doubt there will 
be a lot of retraining happening for everyone,” she 
said. “Still, I’ve had enough of a taste of flying in 
the actual missions to know I love it.”

Born and raised in Alaska, Hollerbach holds 
a doctorate in biomedical engineering, control 
theory, and robotics. She took flying lessons for 
the freedom to explore and also for the complex 
and varied skills — “part knowledge of various 
subjects like aerodynamics, weather, and ATC (air 
traffic control), part motor skills, part decision-
making and judgment,” she said.

“And it’s just fun; there’s no other way to 
describe it — this metal box with things sticking 

Reprinted from CAP Volunteer Magazine, Spring 2021.

“I DOn’T TRy TO fIT In AS BEInG lIKE THE MEn

— I BASIcAlly SHOW UP AS ME.”
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Once a year, emergency service agencies from 
across California come together at the Riverside 
County Sheriff’s Ben Clark Training Center near 
March Reserve Air Base in Riverside, California. 
The purpose of this annual meet is to find a way 
for the various agencies, including California 
Wing (CAWG), to communicate with each other 
under atypical, state-wide, scenarios, such as 
power and internet outages, and transportation cor-
ridors damaged by natural or man-made disasters. 
For example, many fire and police agencies use 
different VHF and UHF radio bands than CAP. 
Also, they may utilize digitally-encrypted commu-
nications, like CAP, but with a different decryption 
key than the one CAP uses. A “Tower of Babel” 
with modern communications.

This year, the meeting was termed a “Radio 
Rodeo” as all the participating agencies were given 
a substantial number of tasks to be completed, 
where possible, within an eight-hour window. This was a serious endeavor and stimulated competition 
amongst all the participating teams. Some of these tasks required converting our CAP frequencies to other 
bands without disrupting intra-CAP communications. 

Many other scenarios, such as communicating 
with our headquarters at Maxwell Air Force Base 
without phone or internet service, and coordinating 
various squadrons across our wing into action at 
a moment’s notice, requires in-place emergency 
protocols. These challenges required creative solu-
tions, and CAWG-CAP rose to the occasion during 
the exercise. 

The California Air National Guard (ANG), 
based at March Reserve Air Base, brought their 
Incident Command Center trailer, along with well-
trained staff, to work with CAWG to perform these 
tasks and find solutions to issues that may arise in 
a severe emergency. Air Force radio and satellite 
resources within the command center were utilized 
to accomplish many of the tasks required by the 

Radio Rodeo exercise. Also, organizations such as Amateur Radio Emergency Service® (ARES) and 
Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Service (RACES) brought command center trailers for use by their own 
teams. 

Our CAWG Radio Rodeo team consisted of Maj. Charles Christian, CAWG Director of Emergency 
Services, Maj. James Bertz, �st Lt. Dominick Scarola, and �st Lt. Paul Rivera. Maj. Christian, who 
orchestrated the CAWG team involvement, explained that “Successfully interfacing with major emergency 

Radio Rodeo
By 1st Lt. Paul Rivera, CAP

1st Lt. Dominick Scarola, at the back of the CAP 
pickup truck, awaiting radio instructions for 
sharing information on our Group 1 sUAS. Photo 
credit: 1st Lt. Paul Rivera

Maj. Charles Christian addressing Air National 
Guard participants, as well as CAL OES staff, as 
he reviews a tasking list. This was taken inside 
the ANG Emergency Outpost Trailer. Photo credit: 
1st Lt. Paul Rivera
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services in California requires 
constant practice and communi-
cations between agencies. This 
exercise gave our CAWG team 
members a competitive envi-
ronment to exchange methods 
and protocols in a challenging 
hypothetical crisis.” 

CAP has a wide range of 
capabil i t ies  and strengths, 
including aerial photography, 
transport of emergency relief 
supplies, HF and VHF com-
munications, small Unmanned 
A i r c r a f t  Sys t ems  ( sUAS) 
deployment, Waldo cameras 
and imaging, search and rescue, 
ground team support, and others. 
Expertise with sUAS and High-
Bird repeaters are particularly 
useful: �st Lt. Dominick Scarola 
points out that, “Examining and 
learning about what other agen-
cies are doing with sUAS, as well as sharing our knowledge of how sUAS can be utilized creates a 
synergy of goals to be met.”

Maj. James Bertz has given thought to how CAP’s Urban Direction Finding (UDF) capability and our 
ground teams could interface with a wide range of other agencies. He points out that, “Many emergency 
services like fire and law enforcement lack the ability to launch teams into remote regions for search and 
rescue, as well as for reconnaissance. Across CAWG, we have trained ground teams and excellent radio 
direction finding and aerial surveillance capabilities that can be utilized for back-country as well as urban 
emergencies.” 

The CAWG radio communications infrastructure is constantly being upgraded, including our VHF 
and HF equipment and operator training. CAWG is installing additional VHF repeater sites for wider geo-
graphic coverage. �st Lt. Paul Rivera, who holds an FCC General Radiotelephone Operator License with 

Ship Radar endorsement, assisted in evaluating 
other agencies’ radio communication capabilities 
and equipment. 

CAWG has been called upon to assist CAP 
Oregon Wing with Waldo photography, as well as 
radio communications. “Waldo,” aka WaldoAir®, 
is a commercial, three-dimensional, camera system 
for photogrammetry that allows accurate aerial �D 
measurements of damaged areas. As this issue 
goes to press, CAWG is assisting the California 
Office of Emergency Services (CAL OES) and 
CAL Fire in photographing burned areas from the 
Dixie and Caldor fires. Therefore, events like the 
Radio Rodeo are vital to our multi-agency incident 
coordination efforts.

Outside of the ANG Emergency Outpost Trailer: left to right are Maj. 
Charles Christian, Maj James Bertz, ANG staff (no names available), 
and 1st Lt. Paul Rivera. Photo credit: 1st Lt. Paul Rivera

1st Lt. Dominick Scarola examining the Riverside 
County Sheriff’s sUAS equipment and capabilities. 
Photo credit: 1st Lt. Paul Rivera
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The establishment of standards— for perfor-
mance, safety, and training consistency— is a 
key to the widespread adoption of an emerging 
technology like small Unmanned Aircraft Systems 
(sUAS). Technical standards provide a common 
understanding of a technical topic, permit interop-
erability, and capture lessons learned. 

In June, five California Wing (CAWG) mem-
bers participated in training for new sUAS flight 
evaluation standards. The training was hosted 
by the Alameda County Sheriff’s Office at their 
facility in Dublin, California, and conducted by the 
Airborne Public Safety Association (APSA). CAP 

members from Groups � and �, and from Wing 
HQ, joined approximately �0 other drone pilots 
from agencies across the state and even outside 
of California to gain proficiency in the new flight 
evaluation standards. 

We spent three full days in classroom sessions 
and in flight training, resulting in each of us pass-
ing the flight evaluation and earning the “proctor” 
title, which is the APSA equivalent of a check 
pilot for administering this test. CAP is now also 
offering the training at NESA, the CAP National 
Emergency Services Academy. 

The flights require the pilot to (�) demonstrate 
placing the sUAS into the correct position at 
the correct angle, with the appropriate gimbal 
(camera) angle; (�) take images at various speci-
fied locations; (�) perform a couple of accurate 
landings; and (�) do all of this with a reasonable 
degree of efficiency so as to “beat the clock” by 
completing the flight within the maximum allowed 
time. While perfection is not required, each image 
is scored individually, and a minimum number of 
“passing” images is needed to gain enough points 
to pass the test-– with only one shot allowed to 
acquire each image. 

The Future of sUAS Flight Evaluation 
Standards and CAWG sUAS Training

By Capt. Karin Hollerbach, CAP
CAWG Director of Operations, Unmanned

“A perfect nadir shot.” In this image, the aircraft 
was positioned directly overhead the bucket, 
looking down inside the upright facing bucket in 
the omni bucket assembly. Photo credit: Capt. 
Karin Hollerbach

The NIST lane from the pilot’s perspective. 
The lane can look a little daunting when you’re 
standing in front of it as a pilot. Once you get 
to the more distant targets, depth perception 
becomes very difficult. Photo credit: Capt. Karin 
Hollerbach
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How challenging is this? Imagine standing �0 feet away from your sUAS takeoff and landing pad, 
with the first of three “omni buckets” an additional �0 feet away, followed by the two remaining omni 

A failed image. This image did not earn points. Can you explain why? Photo credit: Capt. Karin 
Hollerbach

Flying the BPERP. Lt. Mary Nicholes (left) is acting as proctor for pilot Capt. Karin Hollerbach (center), 
with Maj. Craig Newton (now Lt. Col. Newton) acting as visual observer. Participants were trained in all 
three roles. Photo credit: 1st Lt. Garth Howard
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buckets each also spaced �0 feet from the next one, along a straight line, so that you’re �0 feet away 
from the furthest omni bucket. An omni bucket is a small stand to which five �-gallon plastic buckets are 
attached, with one standing straight upright and the remaining four angled upward at �� degree angles in 
four directions, each labeled and each containing a bulls-eye target on the bottom (inside). The proctor 
gives you a series of commands, such as “Climb to �0 feet and take an image of the target in bucket X, 
then take an image of the target in bucket Y, etc.” We informally refer to the entire collection as a “NIST 
lane,” and you can expect to fly up and down the lane taking pictures of many of the �� buckets—before 
efficiently moving on to the next one that is specified by the proctor. 

From personal experience, here are some things that can go wrong: With each instruction given to you, 
it may take a few moments to really understand the terminology: what exactly is the proctor telling me to 
do next? Once you’ve done it a time or two, that will become clear and you’ll not have to spend precious 
time trying to figure out your next action – you’ll be able to just do it. Also, perhaps due to my training 
as a CAP airborne photography skills evaluator (AP SET), I discovered that I was taking time to line up 
the perfect image at each stop. That’s not required! You don’t get extra points for a beautiful, centered 
image. The evaluation criteria are very clear: you either capture the target according to the standards or 
you don’t! There’s no reason to spend extra time perfecting the image beyond that standard. 

This is a test of flying skills – safety, accuracy, and efficiency. Can you get the job done within the 
time allowed? Within the Basic Proficiency Evaluation for Remote Pilots (BPERP) standard, you can 
always push yourself to get a perfect score or to decrease your total time while still maintaining a passing 
point score. Or, challenge yourself with the next level of flight evaluation beyond the BPERP. 

The BPERP is a standard developed by NIST – so what is NIST? That’s not a familiar acronym for 
many of us! NIST is the National Institute of Standards and Technology, part of the U.S. Department 
of Commerce. You may well wonder what the Department of Commerce is doing with drones and why 
CAWG is interested in this training.

The Federal Aviation Administration, or FAA, governs the operation of aircraft and the certification 
of pilots in the U.S. For crewed aircraft that includes pilot knowledge tests and practical tests, also known 
as “checkrides,” before pilots are awarded their certifications. For remotely piloted aircraft, the FAA has 

only developed knowledge tests required to obtain 
pilot certifications. Until recently, there has been 
no practical flight skill standard. This is the gap 
that NIST stepped in to fill. 

Although there is no federal requirement for 
these practical flight evaluations, CAP has adopted 
them. Our expectation is that in the future, our 
CAP sUAS flight evaluations (“Form �u” and 
potentially our “Form 9�u” evaluations) will 
incorporate these standards. Even before they 
are formally incorporated, CAWG has started to 
train with the “NIST lanes.” Why? So that when 
the time comes for our check pilots to apply these 
evaluation standards, our pilots will already have 
experience with them. Plus, they’re fun and a great 
way to increase your flight proficiency!

Those of you who are interested in becoming sUAS Mission Pilots for CAWG will encounter these 
strange looking omni-buckets in your training. We hope you’ll enjoy training with them! 

For questions about CAWG’s UAS program, please contact your group’s sUAS program point of 
contact or, if you don’t know who that is, feel free to reach out to the Wing DOU (“Director of Operations, 
Unmanned”) Capt. Karin Hollerbach. We welcome participation by both senior members and cadets. 

Omni buckets ready to be deployed. Making 4 
lanes of 3 omni bucket assemblies requires a 
total of 60 buckets! Photo credit: Capt. Karin 
Hollerbach
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I want to share a California Wing (CAWG) success story about Maj. Doug Miller (Group 7), Maj. 
Richard Benson (Group 7), and our NHQ Director of CAP Philanthropy, Kristina Jones. Some time ago, 
Maj. Miller got the wild idea that CAWG could use a mobile kitchen for search and rescue (SAR), disaster 
relief, and various events. So off he went, working behind the curtain as he does; and the next thing you 
know, Maj. Miller calls me and says he’s got this great mobile kitchen and, of all things, a tractor to pull it. 
Oh, and by the way, he also had a plan for funding, licensing, insuring, transporting, storing, and resourc-
ing this resource. So, a number of months go by, and Maj. Miller is working directly with Kristina Jones 
to make sure that the philanthropic donation was vetted and properly documented. All this done, Maj. 
Miller worked diligently with Maj. Richard Benson and, together with their team, created this absolutely 
beautiful Mobile Kitchen. They outfitted it, and had it painted in fabulous CAP regalia. 

You will see in the photos below that this world class resource is absolutely a top-notch utility. It is 
already in use internally at CAP events, and is a vital asset to the CAWG initiative to become the premier 
Disaster Preparedness, Prevention, and Relief Organization. This is, and will be, a great recruiting and 
retention tool, and it will benefit all of us for years to come. It is initiative, resourcefulness, and enthusi-
asm like this that makes our organization so great. I want to convey my highest commendation to Maj. 
Miller, Maj. Benson, and Kristina Jones for making this all possible and helping to build California Wing 
and CAP through innovation.

Mobile Kitchen
Col. Ross Veta, CAP

California Wing Commander

CAWG’s new “Chuck Wagon” for large and/or prolonged Emergency Services missions.



Red, white, and blue Civil 
Air Patrol aircraft flew above 
Oahu’s azure waters, windswept 
beaches, and lush tropical for-
ests in a recent mission to train 
Hawaii Wing pilots. From �� to 
�� June �0��, two San Francisco 
Group � Check Pilot Examiners, 
Maj .  Jeff rey I ronf ie ld  and 
Capt. Keith Breton, both from 
California Wing’s (CAWG’s) 
Tri-Valley Composite Squadron 
���, spent seven ��-hour days 
training Hawaii Wing (HIWG) 
pilots. Facing their remobiliza-
tion, HIWG had determined that 
they needed to enhance their 
training by increasing their num-
ber of check pilots, and they 
turned to CAWG for assistance. 
Two sets of pilot trainees were 
identified as needing training and two goals were set.

The first goal was to train those who needed to become check 
pilots (CPs), check pilot examiners (CPEs), and instructor pilots 
(IPs). The two CAP pilots already hold an FAA certificated flight 
instructor certificate and were ideal candidates to become CAP CPs 
or IPs. In CAP, a CP typically trains new CAP pilots and conducts 
the flight evaluation—a CAPF 70-�, otherwise known as a “Form 

�.” The CAP CP is a critical 
resource in the training and 
evaluation of CAP pilots and 
is necessary for the continu-
ity of our flying program.  

The second goal was 
to train the existing HIWG 
pilots who needed upgrades 
to Technically Advanced 
Aircraft (TAA), such as the Garmin G�000 equipped Cessna �7� 
and ���. Maj. Ironfield and Capt. Breton trained in Hawaii for 
seven days out of Kalaeloa Airport on the beautiful island of Oahu. 
Day One met the first goal of the training as our CPEs conducted 
two successful Form �s: HIWG now has two brand new CPs. 

California Wing and Hawaii Wing 
Conduct Joint Pilot Training

Lt. Col. Noel Luneau, CAP

Senior Member Griselda 
Concepcion, HIWG and CAWG 
CPE Capt. Keith Breton brief their 
sortie. Photo credit: Lt. Col. Rojo 
Herrera

Senior Member Stephanie 
Cedeno-Barrett, HIWG and Capt. 
Keith Breton (CAWG CPE) pose 
for a selfie after their sortie. 
Photo credit: Capt. Keith Breton

Beautiful Malakole Harbor to the northwest of Kalaeloa Airport on 
Oahu. Photo credit: Maj. Jeff Ironfield

��



The remaining days were spent in the achievement of the second 
goal by training HIWG pilots in CAP’s Garmin G�000-equipped 
aircraft.

This joint CAWG and HIWG training event was a great success 
and after a week of intense ��-hour days, HIWG has � new CPs, 
� new IPs, � new VFR Initials, � new G�000, and � abbreviated 
G�000. Capt Keith Breton, Group � DOV, mentioned that “The 
HIWG members are dedicated, motivated, and fun to be around.” 

Among the HIWG pilots who received training, Senior 
Member Griselda Concepcion is the deputy commander for the 
Wheeler Squadron on Oahu. She successfully completed an Initial 
F� including Hi-Perf (���), O-Ride, and G�000-VFR. Capt. Keith 
Breton opined that, “She is also a hard-charger and very much the 
future of CAP!”

Senior Member Stephanie Cedeno-Barrett is a member of the 
Wheeler Squadron on Oahu. She earned her original fixed wing 
pilot certificate in Panama. She joined the U.S. Army, and after 
becoming a citizen and lots of hard work, she became a Blackhawk 
copter pilot. Capt. Breton observed that, “We did a training flight 
with her to refresh her fixed wing skills as she hasn’t flown a Cessna 
��� since sometime in �0�9. We definitely had to overcome some 
negative transference as she approached the runway like she was 
in a helicopter, but she worked through that.” Capt. Breton also 
mentioned that, “She is an awesome pilot!”

Capt. Ironfield worked with Senior Member Kaj Loken-Kim 
while wearing overwater vests. Senior Member Loken-Kim 
successfully completed an Abbreviated F� to add C�7� type and 
Instructor Pilot privileges. Senior Member Loken-Kim is an A&P 
and currently works as a fixed wing CFI and a Tour Helicopter 
pilot in a Eurocopter ��0 series. He is currently a member of a 
squadron in the Kona area.

Maj. Ironfield and Capt. Breton also flew with Senior Member General Ray Johns, USAF ret., to suc-
cessfully evaluate him to become a CAP CP (and to add the Cessna 
�7� type).

Lt. Col. Michael Prusak, California Wing Director of Operations, 
mentioned that our two CPEs are, “Leading the way by providing 
talent and technical expertise in the upgrade training for Hawaii 
Wing Pilots”. Hawaii Wing Commander, Col. Chantal Lonergan 
said that, “It was an excellent week of training. Hawaii Wing is 
grateful to everyone who contributed to making this a successful 
training event. It highlighted the One CAP philosophy, and we look 
forward to more joint training events.”

No CAP exercise is complete without the tireless support from 
base staff. Assisting as Air Operations Branch Director (AOBD) 
was Lt. Col. Rojo Herrera, the Wheeler Squadron Commander. 
He released flights and helped manage the mission base. He said 
that “Hawaii’s CAP Wing is getting stronger with every flight. Big 
mahalo (Hawaiian thank you) to these Pacific Coast Region pilots, 
Jeff Ironfield and Keith Breton!”

CAWG CPE Capt. Ironfield and 
Senior Member Loken-Kim, HIWG, 
inspect their CAP aircraft. Photo 
credit: Capt. Keith Breton

Senior Member Ray Johns, HIWG, 
briefs his sortie to CAWG CPs 
Capt. Keith Breton and Maj. Jeff 
Ironfield. Photo credit: Lt. Col. 
Rojo Herrera

Lt. Col. Rojelio “Rojo” Herrera, Jr, 
HIWG AOBD and CAWG CPE Maj. 
Jeff Ironfield pose in front of a 
HIWG aircraft. Photo credit: Capt. 
Keith Breton
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